Tokens, Medals and the Like

Our Strategy

We decided to have fun. It is our book, so we can include what we want.

The book includes medals, some interesting badges, good for tokens, advertising tokens, wooden nickels that look like coins (wooden nickels that look like bills are in the currency section), advertising mirrors (rare from Chattanooga), encased coins, etc. We even decided to include a ticket from one of the street railways, since there were no transportation tokens that said street railway.

We had help from several collectors. Just because we do not have it, may not mean that it is very rare. Tokens are often found in hoards and a rare token today, may be common token tomorrow. Any rarity is based on our knowledge. We do not know it all.
Chattanooga Amusement Tokens

Cinema 1

Cinema 1 is a notorious Adult Theater in Chattanooga. At the time of this writing, it was under City padlock and was fighting to reopen. I picked this token up on e-bay and did NOT get it in person.
Chattanooga Amusement Tokens

Coolidge Park Carousel

This carousel is on a historic mechanism with horses carved by Chattanoogans.
The difference in these two tokens appears to be in the font of Chattanooga and Tennessee.
Chattanooga Amusement Tokens

Holiday Bowl
Sir Goony's is a small amusement park in Chattanooga. There are bumper boats, go-carts, batting cages, miniature golf and arcade games.
Chattanooga Amusement Tokens

Sir Goony Go Kart
Chattanooga Awards

Chattanooga Construction

This appears to be an award for safe railroad construction. Both CSX and Norfolk-Southern have a major presence here.
One Troy Ounce of Silver makes it good for something.
Chattanooga Awards

Chattanooga Grammar School Meet of 1912

Some will say that this does not belong in this book. It is our book and we can put it in if we want to. This token was from the estate of the token maker.
Chattanooga Bank Tokens

1st National Bank

First National was chartered in 1866. See the National Banks Notes.
Chattanooga Bank Tokens

Bank of Commerce and Savings

This token is rare and may be unique. The bank only existed from 1915-18.
Chattanooga Bank Tokens

Chattanooga Savings Bank

This bank was in business from 1889-1925. It operated as Chattanooga Savings Bank and trust from 1925 until the merger with First National in 1929. The pictured building is still in use.
Chattanooga Bank Tokens

Chattanooga Savings Bank
Chattanooga Savings Bank

Medal
Chattanooga Bank Tokens

Hamilton Trust and Savings Bank

This was organized in 1889 as the South Chattanooga Savings Bank. In 1903, the name was changed to Hamilton Trust and Savings Bank with T. R. Preston as President. In 1905, Preston chartered Hamilton National Bank. The two operated separately until merger in 1929.

That would date this either 1909 or 1923
Chattanooga Bank Tokens

Pioneer Bank
Chattanooga Baseball Tokens

Chattanooga Baseball 1928
Civilian Conservation Corps

Lookout Mountain
Civilian Conservation Corps

Lookout Mountain
Chattanooga Coin Clubs

1st Southern Memorial Coin Convention
Chattanooga Coin Club

Tennessee 175 Anniversary

Minted in Bronze (483), Nickel, (Silver?) and Golden plated. This was the coin club’s salute to Tennessee’s 175th Anniversary.
Chattanooga Coin Club

Tennessee 175 Anniversary Silver
Chattanooga Coin Clubs

Chattanooga Coin Club 50th Anniversary
Chattanooga Coin Club

Wooden Nickel

Chattanooga Coin Club
meets 1st & 3rd
Tuesdays each Month
Hamilton Place
Shoneys
Chattanooga Coin Club

Chief John Ross Club

WOODEN NICKEL
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Chief
John Ross
Coin Club
Meets 2nd & 4th
Tuesdays Each
Month at Ryans
East Ridge
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

Chickamauga Quarry and Construction
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

Dixie Spinning Mills

This Doo-Lolly Machine was used at Dixie Spinning Mills and is now in the Chattanooga Regional History Museum. The mill was in Lupton City, a city built by the company. Lupton City was named after John Lupton, an original Coca-Cola bottler, who funded the company.

Courtesy of Chattanooga Regional History Museum
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

Dixie Spinning Mills
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

Dixie Spinning Mills
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

Dixie Spinning Mills ORCO $1

Courtesy of the Chattanooga Regional History Museum.
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

Dixie Spinning

Insurance Credit System 5 Cent
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

Dixie Spinning Mill
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Dixie Spinning Mills
Chattanooga merchants tokens

Dixie Spinning Mills
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

Dixie Spinning Mills

Insurance Credit System
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

McAllester Hosiery Mills 1 Cent
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

McAllester Hosiery Mills 5 Cent
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

McAllester Hosiery Mills
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

McAllester Hosiery Mills
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

McAllester Hosiery Mills
Originally organized in 1886 as Chattanooga Knitting Mill, the name was changed to Richmond Hosiery Mills after additional financial backing was provided by E.G. Richmond. The mill moved to the Chattanooga suburb of Rossville Georgia.
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

U.S. Pipe Cafe
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

U.S. Pipe Cafe
Chattanooga Company Store Tokens

U.S. Pipe Cafe
Daisy Company Store Tokens

Daisy Mercantile Co.
Daisy Company Store Tokens

Daisy Mercantile Co.
Daisy Company Store Tokens

Pottery Store
Daisy Company Store Tokens

Krager Turp. Cup Co. 5 Cent
Daisy Company Store Tokens

Krager Turp Cup Co
Daisy Company Store Tokens

Krager Turp Cup

Photographs Compliments of Don Bailey
Walden Company Store Tokens

Yellow Pine Lumber CO.
Walden Company Store Tokens

Yellow Pine Company
Chattanooga Dairy Tokens

Sprague Co. (Clover Leaf) Dairy

There was a Clover Leaf Dairy in Chattanooga and 2 different tokens are attributed to it.
Chattanooga Dairy Tokens

Cream Top Creamery
Chattanooga Dairy Tokens

Koons
Chattanooga Dairy Tokens

Koons
Chattanooga Dairy Tokens

Midway Creamery
Chattanooga Dairy Tokens

Peerless Dairy Products
Peerless Dairy

Good for One Pint of Milk
Chattanooga Dairy Tokens

Rosemere Dairy
Collegedale Dairy Tokens

College Dairy
Sherman Heights Dairy Tokens

J. B. Hancock
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Spring Festival of 1898

This busy token celebrates the town its river, mountains and Indian heritage. This is the only one we are aware that exists.
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Spring Festival of 1898

The Spring Festival was held on 11th Street across the street from the current City Hall. It lasted from 1898 to around 1904. This locket resembles a photo of the Loveman's Float. This locket was added because of the tie to the token on the next page.
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Spring Festival of 1898
Chickamauga Battle Centennial

1863 - 1963
Dedication of Chickamauga Park

September 19 & 20, 1895 / Blue & Gray / Bloody Pond
National Educational Association

Chickamauga & Chattanooga National Military Park 1898
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Nat'l Ass'n Co-operative Mutual Insurance Co.
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Hotel World 1908

This Convention happened in Chattanooga around the opening of the Hotel Patten. It could also be cataloged under Fraternal.
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

United Confederate Veterans - 1913

The reverse is the Lord's Prayer
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

United Confederate Veterans 1913

I had wondered about this medal. Then I found this illustration on e-bay.
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

9th Biennial Convention

This is likely part of a badge for a Civil War Military Reunion.
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Chattanooga Centennial

This celebrated the Centennial of Chattanooga and the 75th Anniversary of the Battle of Chickamauga.
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Chattanooga 150 Celebration
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

American Society for Metals
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Southern Industrial Convention
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Riverbend 1995
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Riverbend 1996
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Riverbend 1997
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Riverbend 1998
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Riverbend 1999 Golden

100 Anniversary of Worlds First Coca-Cola Bottler
The first franchised bottling of Coca-Cola occurred in Chattanooga in 1898.
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

No Date Coca-Cola Back
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Riverbend Star No Date
Chattanooga Festival Tokens

Kidney Foundation Pig Roast

Kidney Foundation of the Greater Chattanooga Area
Each Spring they host a pig roast. Money is not good. These tokens are the only way to purchase goods.
Chattanooga Fraternal Tokens

American Legion

Copeland Rare 25 mm
Chattanooga Fraternal Tokens

B.P.O. Elks

Copeland Rare 35 mm.
Cherokee Club

Chattanooga, TN
Chattanooga Fraternal Tokens

Fraternal Order of Eagles

Aluminum 26 mm Rare
Chattanooga Commandery #32

50 Years 1929 - 1979 Knights Templar
Centennial Lookout Commandery

1973 M. C. Gupton, Commander - Chattanooga, TN
Chattanooga Fraternal Tokens

Badge for D.O.K.K Convention

Dramatic Order Knights of Khorassan?
This is the only possible we turned up in a Google Search.
The Group Met in Chattanooga in 1921.
Badge belonged to Claude H. Sherman.
Chattanooga Masonic Pennies

Wonder if 50 Masonic Pennies would pay for this trip?
Chattanooga Masonic Pennies

Hill City

This is probably the most common of the Chattanooga Masonics. Hill City is north of the river and was once a town.
Chattanooga Masonic Tokens

John Bailey Nicklin

John Bailey Nicklin was an avid Mason and coin collector. He served as Mayor in 1887.
Masonic Medal

John Bailey Nicklin Chapter No. 49 Chattanooga, TN
Chattanooga Masonic Pennies

John Bailey Nicklin - Copper
Chattanooga Masonic Pennies

Keystone Chapter
Chattanooga Masonic Pennies

Chattanooga Chapter

Chattanooga Chapter is No. 5 with an 1880 Charter date.
John Bailey Nicklin is No. 49 with an 1856 Charter.
This is a little unusual.
Masonic Mistic Chapter 11

Chartered August 5, 1939 Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chattanooga Fraternal Tokens

East Lake Masonic Member

East Lake
Lodge No 698
Entered 12-9-46
Chattanooga Fraternal Token

Southern Grand Lodge IOOF
Chattanooga Fraternal Tokens

International Order of Odd Fellows Badge

Convertible Badge
Regular Meeting or In Memoriam
Date Unknown
Old City Seal used as a Tie Tack. This was before Georgia stole the General. Chattanooga changed to the current seal on March 17, 1975.

Current City Seal from the Pat Rose administration. Chattanooga artist George Little created the new seal.

Information courtesy Chattanooga Hamilton County Public Library.
Made in Chattanooga

Mexican Border Service 1916

This badge was made by H.H. Stratton Chattanooga Tennessee. With all the badges and metal souvenirs for Chattanooga Festivals and Conventions a Chattanooga producer would be logical. Check for more Chattanooga items.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Morris Abramson

Attributed by Dave Mullins 26 MM BR.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

American Clothing Company

Unlisted 30 MM Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Amos and Andy Buick

It is a shame that this did not have a model year Buick on it.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

R. D. Averitt
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Averitt's Gin Fizz

Unlisted Rare 23 MM
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

J.S. Babb

Modern fairly Common
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

O. Blickenstaff

Oscar Blickenstaff
Groceries
5 E. Montgomery
1906 Young
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

E. M. Burkhalter

Copeland 18 MM Rare Grocery 1914 Brad.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Buster Brown

This manufacturer of children's clothes was headquartered in Chattanooga and until the late 1990s still produced clothing here.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

W.W. Buster

Reference Copeland
1909 Dun–Grocery in East Chattanooga
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Cate and McCarty

Rare 18 MM Br.
Grocery 1909 Dunn.
This is a slot machine token found in a Chattanooga Building. Chant won the Kentucky Derby in 1894 in 2 minutes and 41 seconds.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Chattanooga Daily Times

Quite possibly the most historically significant token from Chattanooga. Twenty year old Adolph Ochs purchased the financially troubled newspaper in 1878. Using the knowledge he gained from rescuing the Chattanooga Times, he purchased the financially troubled New York Times and made it famous. Scarce 25MM
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Chattanooga Golf and Country Club

Copeland 21 MM Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Chattanooga Golf and Country Club

Unlisted Rare
32 mm
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Chattanooga Novelty

Copeland Rare 21 MM
This token is now considered scarce. At least 5 are known to us.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Chattanooga Recreation Co.

Unlisted Rare 18 MM
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Collins Company

Copeland Scarce 38 MM
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Combustion Engineering (now Alstom Power) covers a huge site in downtown Chattanooga. A guess is that this is a Coke Machine Token. Cavalier Corporation in Chattanooga made Coke Machines and likely made them with tokens to minimize robbery.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Converse Bridge

Any Encased Indian Head from Chattanooga is Rare.
This became part of Siskin Steel.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Double-Cola Treasure Hunt

Double Cola is headquartered in Chattanooga. These were probably under the bottle cap. They were used in several other cities. 21 MM Scarce
Double Cola

Good for one bottle at your dealer
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Early Bird

20 MM
Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

French Boot Shop

26 MM Scarce
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

E. B. GIBSON
THE MAIL ORDER MAN

Ships Liquor Any Old Time
Any Old Place
To Anybody

At Lowest Cash Prices. Write for Price List.
Orders Delivered Anywhere in the City.
P. O. BOX 144

19 E. Seventh Street. CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Advertisement in Well's Bijou Program for 1907-8
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

E. B. Gibson 2.5

21 MM Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

E. B. Gibson

26 MM Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

E.B. Gibson 5 Br

26 MM Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Goodwin
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

The Grill

This token was dug on Market Street in Chattanooga.
THE GRILL
831 MARKET ST
GOOD FOR 5 IN TRADE
Unlisted
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Harrington Bro.

RARE Unlisted
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Haverty's Type 1

This token was used in Chattanooga, Knoxville, Memphis and Nashville as well as other towns. This token has the well fed $5.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Haverty's Skinny $5 with Cracked Die

This is the skinny $5 on a brass planchet. The $5 has a cracked die.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Haverty's $5 Type 3

This is a plated steel token, with the skinny $5.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Haverty's $10

This is a plated steel token. There probably existed brass tokens.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

D. P. Henderson & Co.

7 1/2 Cent is a Rare Denomination. I personally know of 3 Henderson Tokens. The unusual denomination makes this token very desirable. 30MM Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

G. Hughes

Rare 26 MM
Incline Drug & Surgical Co.

Tennessee Valley Medical Assembly 1966
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Johnson's One Stop Motor Center

25 MM Modern
Not Common
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

J. H. Kelley & Co.

Reference Copeland
1918 Dunn
Rare 25 MM
Jones Sylar Supply Co. Inc.

Chattanooga Tenn. Encased Cent 1944-D
Julian Distilling Co. Chattanooga

Encased Indian Cent 1908
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

The Krystal Company

The Krystal Company began selling their 5 Cent hamburgers in Chattanooga in 1932.
22 MM Uncommon
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Sam T. Light

The Light House
A 76 room hotel operated by Sam Light around 1900 at the corner of Sixth and Market.
1909 Dunn Saloon
21 MM Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

The Lookout

Does not have real good attribution.
21 MM Scarce
The Lookout

306 Market St. / Chas. Denby
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Lookout Oil Foreman's Club 5 Cent

Lookout Oil was in Alton Park. This token is scarce.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Lookout Oil Foreman's Club

26 MM Scarce
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Lookout Oil Foremans Club 10 Cent

23 MM Scarce
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Lookout Oil Foreman's Club

29 MM Scarce
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Lookout Recreation Hall

Operated by former Major League Ball Player early 30s. Local resident remembers playing pool there. Rare 25 MM
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

E. D. Love

19 MM Rare
1891 Grocer - Oak Hill
A token that is good for one Coca-cola in Chattanooga is really desirable. Coke was first bottled in Chattanooga.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

The Manhattan

Unlisted - Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Marble Hall

24 MM
Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Market Billiard Hall

Attributed to Chattanooga by an old time collector. There were probably dozens of Market Billiard Halls. We are putting it in with this warning.
Celluloid encased from Chattanooga are Rare. This one brought over $300 on e-bay. We only know of 2 copies
Chattanooga Medals

Ross Mehan Foundry Labor Day  1899?
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Menter and Rosenbloom & Co.

Listed as Scarce by Copeland. I sure wish I had one.
This is real neat.
32 MM
1909 Dunn
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Millers Pharmacy

Attributed by Dave Mullins
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

E. D. Mullery

25 MM
Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

National Clothing Stores

Uncommon 33 MM
May actually be scarce
Opened at 511 Market Street in 1889, the New York Store outgrew its location by 1898. It moved and became Miller’s Department Store. Three of these tokens were found in the building when it was demolished in 1984.
Original Miller's Building Set For Demolition

In 1889, when Chattanooga Hayes Gray went looking for a pair of brogan shoes on Market Street, he saw a store window being decorated and two young men putting a sign up on the outside of the building.

Gray asked one of the men if they had any brogan shoes, and they replied that they did.

The merchants then identified themselves as the Miller brothers, and they told the saw works employee that he was their first customer.

That was at 510 Market Street, and those Miller brothers went on to greater things in a much larger downtown structure.

The original 510 Market building has continued to stand, being used for a number of different enterprises. But it will be coming down soon.

The Electric Power Board is tearing down that structure and others near it at the corner of Fifth and Market to expand its parking lot.

When the Miller brothers opened their store, they called it the New York Racket Store.

Raymond Payne, of the C.V. Brown and Brother realty firm, said the first recorded deed of trust on the 510 Market property was in 1883, indicating the structure was built about that time.

A saloon operated at the site prior to the venture by the Miller brothers.

Mr. Payne said that Bernard Wasserman was one of the early owners of the building.

He said that Mr. Pess operated a dry goods store there and lived upstairs.

Other occupants of the building down through the years included Schroeder Garden Center, Dial Finance, Economy Discount and Signature Finance, according to Mr. Payne, whose firm has handled the building for many years.

The business of Gus and Frank Miller grew quickly, and they moved to a new structure at the corner of Seventh and Market streets after the 1897 fire that destroyed the Richardson Building at that site.

The Millers had already left 510 Market prior to the construction of their own headquarters at Seventh and Market.

Mr. Payne notes that the 510 Market structure is one of the few remaining on the downtown thoroughfare with the old 1880s front.

That view of what was once the New York Racket Store will soon be remembered only in pictures.

NEW YORK RACKET STORE—That's the original name for the department store now known as Miller's, and this is its first location.

The 510 Market Street structure is slated for demolition to allow for expansion of the parking lot for the Electric Power Board. (Staff photo by Bob Nichols)
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Peoples Grocery

35 MM Rare
1915 Dunn
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Play Merchants Ass'n

21 MM Rare
Unusual Denomination
Chattanooga Plow Co.

Crop Makers
Chattanooga Watch Fobs

Chattanooga Plow
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

G. K. Pugh

19 MM Rare
1909 Dunn - Confectionary
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

G. K. Pugh

24 MM Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

M.J. Quinn

25 MM Rare
1909 Dunn Saloon
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

M. J. Quinn

21 MM Rare
May well be center of bi-metal. See next page
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

M. J. Quinn

28 MM Rare
Bi-Metals from Chattanooga are Rare
Chattanooga had a powerful friend in New York named Adolph Ochs, Publisher of the Chattanooga Times and New York Times. This created a lot of business deals between the two cities. It is only speculation that this was the case here.
Based on the preceding token, we believe that "Ask the Revenue Officer" was code for a free drink.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

R.M. Rose
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

The Royal Pool Room

This is a poor example. The denomination has worn away.
Reference Copeland 1919 Dun
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Sambo's
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Samples Shoe and Clothing Store

Unlisted Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Shelton Can

25 MM Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Shep's Place

25 MM Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

The Smoke House

Unlisted Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

W. E. Spencer

Unlisted Rare
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

J. H. Teppenpaw

Reference Copeland
1906 Young and Co.
Grocery 310 Whiteside
Rare
Tschopik Garden at the rear of Tschopik’s Confectionery was the center of society in 1877. It had fountains, flower-bordered gravel walks, pet ducks and goldfish.

A tragic fire in 1888 destroyed Tschopik Garden. This token was dug from the site.
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

United Credit Shoe Stores

United Credit Shoe Stores
916 Market St.
LADIES' AND MEN'S SHOES
ON CREDIT

GOOD FOR
$1.00
ON EVERY PAIR SHOES BOUGHT
Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

Vacuum Cleaner Supply

While not common, Vacuum Cleaner Supply is the most frequently found Chattanooga encased after Rock City.
Victory WWII

Vacuum Cleaner Supply House
E. Chattanooga Merchants Tokens

East Chattanooga Pharmacy
Sherman Heights was a suburb of Chattanooga. There is a known Dairy token from there that says Sherman Heights Tennessee. This token cannot be fully attributed.
Soddy Merchants Tokens

D. W. Hunter
National Guard Encampment 1923

Chattanooga Tennessee H. H. Stratton
Company C 53rd INF

Good for 1 Pt. Milk, 10 cent
Chattanooga Recognition Medal

Presented in recognition of service in WW I 1918-1917
U.S. Army in World War 1917

H. H. Statton Chattanooga, Tenn.

1917 / The United States / in the Great War / Feb. 3 / Diplomatic Relations severed with Germany / April 6, / A State of War Declared / German Ships in American Waters seen on / May 17, / Army Conscription Bill Passes Congress / June 5, / All Males between 26 and 30 Registered / July 20, / Selective Conscription put into place / by National Lottery / H. H. Sutton Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chattanooga Political Tokens

Tom Schneider
Chattanooga Saloon Tokens

Climax Saloon

We have been told that there were 21 in the original find. I personally have seen 5. Because it is a saloon, one recently sold on e-bay for over $300.
Baylor School Medal

75th Anniversary
Chattanooga School Tokens

Fourteenth Street School

This token is questionable as being from Chattanooga.
Chattanooga School Tokens

Hixson Middle School
Athens & Chattanooga Univ.

Logan Hall at Grant University
Chattanooga Souvenir Tokens

Confederama Confederate Dollar
Souvenir of Rock City Atop

Lookout Mt. Tenn. Encased Cent 1944-D
Chattanooga Souvenir Tokens

Rock City Horseshoe Encased

Rock City was founded by Garnet and Fredia Carter in 1932. The Depression was a tough time to start a tourist business and there were only about 1,000 paid guests the first 7 months of business. Garnet Carter had created and patented Tom Thumb (miniature) Golf in 1928.
Chattanooga Souvenir Tokens

Rock City Circle Encased

Mass Marketing like the See Rock City painted barns and good luck encased cents helped make Rock City a major tourist attraction.
Chattanooga Souvenir Tokens

Rock City Medallion

SEE SEVEN STATES
ROCK CITY

ROCK CITY GARDENS ATOP
LOOKOUT MT
LOVERS LEAP
Ruby Falls Lookout Mtn.

Horseshoe Encased Cent 1972
Souvenir of Chattanooga

Encased Indian Cent 1909
Collectors have wondered why there are no streetcar tokens from Chattanooga. This may explain part of it, but there were several lines and a street car token may show up.
Chattanooga Transportation Tokens

Southern Coach Lines Inc 120-A
Chattanooga Transportation Tokens

Southern Coach Lines 120-D
Chattanooga Transportation Tokens

Southern Coach Lines Chattanooga 120-E
Chattanooga Transportation Tokens

Hamilton County Coaches

These tokens were used for a short time or maybe not at all.
Chattanooga Transportation Tokens

American Vecturist Association

This token was good for 1 day on the Lookout Mountain Incline.
Chattanooga Auto Drivers Badge

Appears to have J. I. Smith scratched on the badge.
Date Unknown.
Chattanooga Railway

Railway & Light Co. Pass & Transfer Ticket

To Our Patrons:

PLEASE HAVE EXACT FARE READY BEFORE BOARDING CAR AND THEREBY HELP FACILITATE TRAFFIC AND PREVENT CONGESTION ON THE CAR PLATFORM AND CONSEQUENT DELAYS.

Chattanooga Railway & Light Co.
Chattanooga Wishes Tokens

Wishes Token

MERRY CHRISTMAS
SYL & PHIL
MORE
HAPPY NEW YEAR

GOOD FOR
1,000,000
WISHES FROM
CHATTANOOGA
Chattanooga Wishes Tokens

Wishes Token

GOOD FOR 1,000,000 WISHES FROM CHATTANOOGA

MERRY CHRISTMAS SYL & PHIL MORE HAPPY NEW YEAR